Code of Conduct and Community Guidelines
echo provides a forum for its members to collaborate with each other through
“campaigns.” In publishing and managing campaigns on echo, joining campaigns and
contributing content to campaigns on echo, or using any of echo’s products and services,
we expect our members to treat each other with respect and in accordance with the terms
of this Code of Conduct and Community Guidelines.
Our Code of Conduct and Community Guidelines is intended to bolster a
community of trust and transparency, keep people honest, and identify “bad actors” and
“bad conduct.” Failure to respect the community and comply with our Code of Conduct
and Community Guidelines will result in echo taking measures to protect its community
and its members, including potentially account suspension or termination, in each case as
we determine in our sole discretion.
To report an offensive or illegal campaign, an offensive, illegal or stolen
campaign contribution, or any other “bad conduct” exhibited on echo, please refer to
Section 8.5 of our Terms of Use. The matter will have our full attention and will be
timely addressed.
•

Campaigns.
o Publishing and managing campaigns on echo is a privilege and not a right.
Act accordingly.
o When you create a campaign on echo, clearly articulate in the campaign’s
“Description & Guidelines” and/or “Reward” whether you (1) intend to
acquire or own the winning contribution (if any), and (2) are offering a
reward to the winner of your campaign (if any).
o You do not have to offer a reward to the winner of your campaign (if any).
If you do offer a reward to the winner of your campaign (if any), you can
offer whatever type of reward, along with whatever terms and conditions,
you choose.
o Do not publish a campaign that offers a reward to the winner that you are
either not capable of providing or have no intent to provide. That’s called
fraud. If you offer a particular reward to the winner and select a winner
for your campaign, you agree to timely provide it in accordance with the
terms and conditions of our Contribution Assignment Agreement
(available from https://www.echothat.com/new-page-2/).

o Do not publish a campaign intended to bully, intimidate or harass other
members or other third parties or that solicits profane, obscene,
pornographic or illegal content from other members. Do not publish a
campaign with stolen or illegal images or assets or with images, assets or
other content that otherwise violates the terms and conditions set forth
below regarding “Contributions” or our Terms of Use (available from
https://www.echothat.com/new-page-2/). A campaign that violates these
guidelines may be removed from our products at any time, and a member
that creates a campaign that violates these guidelines or our Terms of Use
may forfeit the privilege to create campaigns on echo or use our products
and services in general, in each case as we determine in our sole
discretion.
o Yes, you could theoretically select a campaign “End Date” in the year
2097, when AI robots run the world. Remember that a campaign, at its
core, is a call to action to your fans and followers for a purpose. So, be
smart about it. That’s all we’re saying on that one.
o You agree that, upon publishing a campaign on echo, our
Contribution Assignment Agreement (available from
https://www.echothat.com/new-page-2/) will, effective as of the date
you select a campaign “winner,” be the legal agreement between you
and the campaign winner if you acquire the winning contribution
(and related intellectual property rights) from the campaign winner
and/or you offered a reward to the campaign winner. The
Contribution Assignment Agreement is a real contract between the
campaign creator and the campaign winner.
•

Contributions.
o Although we encourage the open exchange of ideas, expressions, thoughts
and content, we will not allow profanity, obscenity, pornography, hatespeech, bullying or other illegal or inappropriate conduct or content on
echo. Content contributions or “posts” to campaigns that are inappropriate
will be removed from campaigns and our products, and members that
create or post inappropriate content may forfeit their privilege to use our
products and services in general, in each case as we determine in our sole
discretion.
o Similarly, we will not allow misappropriation or false attribution of
content. Copying designs, concepts, artwork, sketches, or other content in
total or in part from other sources within or outside of the echo community
will not be tolerated. As we explain in our Terms of Use (available from
https://www.echothat.com/new-page-2/), stock images or other content
attributable to third parties need to be declared as such in your original
content contribution to the applicable campaign so that the campaign
creator, if applicable, has the opportunity to purchase or otherwise acquire
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the proper licensing to use the stock image or other content if your
contribution to a campaign is selected as the “winner” (and we hope it is!).
Do not use any stock imagery in campaigns published on echo soliciting
logo or illustration content. In layman’s terms, this means that if you
steal or “lift” content from others and claim it as your own, you may
forfeit your right to use our products and services in general, in each
case as we determine in our sole discretion. Plus, other people may
take legal action against you.
o Do not proposition a campaign creator that she should cancel her
campaign and collaborate directly with you instead. If you’re that talented
and your content is that good, get on the mound and prove it and
contribute your content to her campaign on echo. If you don’t think it’s
worth it for you, don’t contribute your content on echo.
o Do not open multiple accounts. You are permitted to post multiple
content contributions to any particular campaign, so go wild and have fun.
However, make sure to familiarize yourself with the applicable
campaign’s “Description & Guidelines” and “Reward” (if any) so that you
conduct yourself appropriately and maximize your chances of success
(whatever that means to you!).
o You agree that, upon contributing any content to any campaign on
echo, our Contribution Assignment Agreement (available from
https://www.echothat.com/new-page-2/) will, effective as of the date, if
any, upon which you are selected as the campaign “winner” of any
campaign on echo, be the legal agreement between you and the
campaign creator if you transfer the winning contribution (and
related intellectual property rights) to the campaign creator and/or
the campaign creator offered you a reward. The Contribution
Assignment Agreement is a real contract between the campaign
creator and the campaign winner.
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